
 

What goes around… August 2017 
 

With all the uncertainty surrounding current Brexit negotiations it was kind of reassuring to listen to 

Les Siècles and François-Xavier Roth giving their sure-footed Proms performance this season. 

Ironically, their Beechamesque programme of French exotica sounded in no way trivial – on the 

contrary our decision to settle in France nearly 30 years ago has never seemed so sagacious. 

Cédric Tiberghien, with his film-star looks, joined them for Saint-Saëns’s 5th Piano Concerto Egyptien. 

And if you think the film-star looks imply a certain shallowness you have only to listen to the 

fabulous work he and the Russian/British violinist Alina Ibragimova do together. In my opinion they 

rank definitively among the duos of our time. His performance of the concerto on an 1899 Bechstein 

almost persuaded me the work – attractive as it is admittedly - has some real substance. Almost… 

Music tends to run in generations. François-Xavier Roth is the son of celebrated organist Daniel Roth, 

and in his turn has a son who composes : 20-year-old Félix Roth, whose arrangement of Daft Punk 

song Get Lucky was given as the Prom encore. So, three amazing generations. What a felicitous 

ending to a felicitous evening! 

So why was I saying that the concert was reassuring in terms of our decision to live in France? Well, 

because it was so confident, and so quintessentially French, if you know what I mean – elegance, 

élan, style, clarity of texture were all present and correct. Even the vulgar bits were handled with 

that silky aplomb which the French know how to exploit so effectively. 

So, what exactly makes the French and living in France so special? 

All was explained to me a long time ago by a singer friend who hails from Paris :  

(Sitting comfortably?)  

You see, as is well known, God laboured for six days to create the world and rested on the seventh. 

Come Saturday afternoon he was busy creating France – one of his last jobs. You get the picture, 

stunning Pyrenees in the south, the magnificent Alps to the south-east, the sunflowers and lavender 

fields of Provence, the western Atlantic coast, the blue Mediterranean lapping southern shores, the 

various regional cuisines, the terroir, the vignoble…you name it.  

Phew! God mopped His brow and looking at His watch saw that He still had 15 min. before He was 

due to knock off. C’mon, just time to sort out a few finishing touches – what still needs doing?  

….Hmmm – well to be honest - actually it all looks a bit too good to be true to me…….. 

Alors, to balance things out, as my friend explained, chuckling away over his coffee : donc, Dieu a 

créé les Français. (Now, don’t get upset, we have it on good Parisian authority.) 
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Several Parisians graced the Ristretto Summer Academy this August at Lumière, our usual haunt in 

deepest Provence – an atmospheric 17th century former convent, surrounded by 74 acres of 

parkland, consisting of collines laden with stautes, chapels, and  balmy groves of plane trees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A curiosity – but an exceedingly practical one – is the octagonal art-deco chapel where we rehearse, 

slap bang in the middle of the hotel, as you can see. We actually performed the Tallis Spem in alium 

in it last year, together with the Schnittke Concerto for Choir. The octagonal shape and reverberant 

acoustic had proved ideal for that particular repertoire, but this year we wisely reverted to the 

adjoining 17th century church for our workshop showcase - the final concert. 

We were also in a better position to separate the two choirs spatially for Bach’s motet Ich lasse dich 

nicht, the first movement of which consists almost entirely of one choir echoing the other. When 

performed by groups separated at quite a distance and flying at different altitudes the effect is 

positively breathtaking.  Cori spezzati as the French say……(I know, I was just making sure you were 

still awake). 
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The rest of the programme included Mundy’s elaborate 20-minute Counter-Reformation motet Vox 

Patris caelestis. Then, to follow, Mater, ora Filium by Bax – another hefty, large scale offering 

reminiscent of Bax’s tone-poem Tintagel, ie not terribly vocal, but a very rewarding vehicle for a 

week’s study with gifted amateurs. It even includes a high C, held by the sopranos for three-and-a-

half interminably sustained bars, which is considerably less than kind to the poor dears. Luckily we 

had Karine Mitterand (no relation), our local Ristretto yokel, who nailed it - spot-on every time! 

So once again the French shone. Our Paris contingent thoroughly enjoyed themselves and the 

kitchens did their stuff. Seemingly inexhaustible supplies of excellent wine, both rosé and rouge, 

arrived at the table, straight from the coopératif next door. Not a bad week, all things considered. 

Hospitality was micro-managed by Zitoun, the hotel cat, see below : 

Zitoun did an excellent job – no that he worked terribly hard at it. 

The hotel guests were mostly happy to have him around, as you 

can see – even at breakfast - but he was most content purring in 

the arms of his adoptive owner, William.  

William’s one of the staff - although who adopted whom 

originally was never quite clear to us. 

Zitoun? Strange name……. 

You might well guess that it’s Arabic for “olive”, for under the  

tree is exactly where the cat loved to hang out for most of the 

day.  

You can just make him out in the first picture, taking advantage of 

an excellent vantage point from which to observe goings-on in 

the cloister at mealtimes – titbits being surreptitiously dropped 

on the ground by adoring little girls, and so-on. 
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One of the week’s high spots was the surprise arrival at the final concert of our old friend, Julie 

Stagliano.… 

Not exactly from down the road either - she’d breezed in from Chicago ! 

Americans all round – the table behind you can see occupied by Ristretto’s very own Cy Todd, with 

Burton Gintell, President of the American Club of the Riviera.  

Anyway, Julie didn’t fly in directly from Chicago – actually she was staying with friends in Aix who’d 

very kindly ferried her over to Lumière especially for the concert. Naturally they all stayed for dinner 

in the cloister afterwards. 

The previous time that we had dinner with Julie was in Chicago. Over a period of ten or so years I 

conducted opera performances and trained the chorus of young artists for Brian Dickie at the 

Chicago Opera Theater while Julie was on the board. She also happens to be good friends with our 

dear Syrinx sponsors and close friends Scott and Nancy McLucas, who now live in Florida.  

Evenings with Julie and her husband Vito were a regular part of Chicago visits, and both Susie and I 

greatly regret Vito’s passing a few years back. Among other things he was a writer - a civilised, 

entertaining and highly cultured man of discernibly Italian origin and distinguished presence. The 

personification of bella figura. 

Just a parting thought from Lumières – don’t know about you, but I’m very much a crusty old 

desktop computer user, and don’t really care for tablets and telephones. My opinion was confirmed 

by one of those stupidly indecipherable little e-mail headers on my Samsung tablet. 

“Dive into your wee……” it said cryptically. Hmm…..I’d been using the gorgeous pool at Lumière all 

week, but strictly for swimming purposes (as indeed I trust had the other guests). Some exhortation! 
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Only when I opened the actual e-mail did enlightenment dawn : Dive into your weekly Flipboard 

news digest, it read. (Know Flipboard? Don’t bother.) 

Anyway, you have nothing further to fear – I’m back on the trusty old desktop at home writing this.  

And just to finish up (phew!) another wedding – the third Ristretto wedding of the season. 

No – this isn’t the bride, but rather the bride’s aunt who advised on the choice of music for the 

ceremony, and with whom I corresponded regularly to sort out details of the programme : 

Hélène Mercier, pianist : pictured here next to a 

somehow familiar face – can’t quite place it….? 

(Seems vaguely topical……oh well…it’ll come.) 

Hélène is married to Bernard Arnault, the richest man in 

France, and the eighth richest in the world. 

Their niece, Stéphanie Watine, was getting married in 

the rather magnificent church of Fayence. 

Well, as you can imagine, there was an orchestra, and 

an imported pair of international soloists. 

All in all we performed more than twenty musical items, 

ranging from Bach’s Schafe können sicher weiden to the 

Rondeau finale of Mozart’s fourth violin concerto, to the 

delectable Morgen of Richard Strauß. 

Here’s Tedi Papavrami in the midst of one of the 

intermittent cadenzas that adorn the Mozart finale - 

along with the flowers of course….. as you can make out, the church was festooned with the most 

elaborate floral arrangements, the scent of which was pretty overpowering. 
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 Here we are in the rehearsal beforehand, making friends with the flowers - 

and again during the ceremony itself, when we’d learnt to 

cohabit : 

 

 

 

But I definitely think that in 

the future I’ll demand not 

to be upstaged by elaborate 

floral arrangements. 

And anyway, people might 

get ideas….. 

 

This is supposed to be the August blog, but I’m afraid a 

smidgeon of September has already crept in.  

Off to sunny Wexford in few days! The festival has been extended 

by a week, so I’ll be away for two months, returning exhausted but 

elated no doubt. But no blog till I get back, you’ll be relieved to hear. 

And no more name-dropping!  

Aw – just two more then……. 

Mathias Vidal, ex-Syrinx chorister 

(blog July 2016 – see if you can find 

it) with Marie Lenormand , an 

excellent mezzo, and an 

accomplished actress to boot. Had 

us all in stitches during Le Pré aux 

Clercs at the 2015 Wexford festival  

And a lovely person! 

They’re both currently in Japan, 

doing Ravel’s L’enfant et les 

sortilèges, as well as silly things at 

rugby, football, cricket (delete 

where inapplicable) matches.  

 

I see Marie did it (Ravel, I mean) last year in Cologne, and the conductor was François-Xavier Roth, 

who’s now GMD there.  

What goes around comes around – petit monde! 


